The main theorem in this paper shows that if D is a strictly pseudoconvex domain, it is indeed possible to construct a closed nowhere dense subset of M(L°°(bZ>)) which defines a closed boundary for H^iD).
The first step involves a local parametrization of the boundary of the domain by boundaries of planar regions, in analogy to the construction in [8] . This parametrization is more explicit than the one by analytic discs introduced by Bishop [2] and it seems more appropriate for the applications considered. In order to study the properties of the map ir we need to use inner functions, whose existence follows from the result of Aleksandrov [1] and its generalization to strictly pseudoconvex domains by Low [7] .
The transition from the local situation to the general one will be done by using the localization principle for the maximal ideal space of HX(D) obtained by Range [9] ; the result is stated as Theorem 5. In the present paper we discuss the proof of the main results. The proofs of several technical lemmas are omitted. Full details are given in [3] .
Let D c c C" be a strictly pseudoconvex domain with Ck boundary (k > 2, n > 2). If q g bD, without loss of generality, after a suitable holomorphic change of coordinates, it is possible to assume that q = (0,..., 0) and that in a small enough neighborhood of the origin, called B, D has defining function y(zv...,z") = -x-i + i>{x2,...,xn,yl,...,yn) n n n = -*i + a,y2 + E «ykyl. + E ftyXy^i + E C/Jytt + °(3)" such that a, > ip(«2,,..,a"_-t,x",ß1,...,ßn_1, y")} C Z),
In the local representation, D is convex. A is the intersection of it with a (2n -2)-dimensional plane, so A^ is itself convex. In particular, it is a connected domain in a complex plane. Then its boundary Cp is a simple closed curve. Lemma 1. Consider the singularity set S = {z g bD n Z?|z g Cpfor some p g bZ> nfi /or w/hcA f/iere extffó a po/n/ p ^ Cp such that (3 y/Sx ")(/>) = 0 a«i/ (3y/3^n)(/3) = 0}. 77,e« w(S) = 0.
Proof. One shows that 5 has measure zero locally by applying the Implicit Function Theorem to prove that S is stratified by real submanifolds of bD n B of dimension less than 2« -1. (To do so the strict convexity of the domain is needed.) Define 51 = |zG5|Y(z) = 0; |^(z) = 0; |^-(z) = oJ and S2 = S -Sv Since delJ(y,dy/dxn,dy/dyn)(0,...,0) =t 0 by continuity and by the Implicit Function Theorem, it follows that in a small enough neighborhood of the origin Sx is a real submanifold of dimension 2n -3. Then w^,) = 0. Let p g S2. We can assume, without loss of generality that (dy/dxn)(p) =£ 0. Then in a neighborhood V(p) of the point p, by the Implicit Function Theorem, it is possible to write xn = h(xv... ,*"_i, yitt.. ,y") with h g C1. By definition of S2, there exists at least a q g S¡ n Cp. It is possible to apply again the Implicit Function Theorem to get that, in a neighborhood of q, B(q, e(q)), Sl can be described by (x,, xn, yn) = kq(x2,...,xn_l, y1,...,y"_l), where kq is at least of class C1. The points of Sl n Z? , for all f e Cp one has that either (3y/3jcn)(f ) # 0 or (Sy/S^XO ^ 0. Then C is a differentiable curve in the plane {z g C"\zj = pj for y < «} and it can be parametrized by using the arc length. The choice of the initial point p g Cp, for the parametrization of Cp, can be made to depend on p0 in a differentiable way, using again the Implicit Function Theorem in a neighborhood of p0. Let sp be the parametrization of Cp by arc length, normalized so that the total length of C is one and so that ^(0) = p. Define then the function Sp:
[0,1] -» bD n B given by Sp(t) = z = (/?,,_/>"_,, z"(t)) where zn(t) is the point having normalized distance t from p on Cp. It is possible to extend this correspondence to all real numbers and points in Cp by setting z"(t ± 1) = zn(t) for t G R. Define then /Í : S1 -* Cp as ßp(e") = (pl,...,pn_l, zn(t/2ir)). ßp is one-to-one and onto.
For a suitable e0 = e(p0), it is possible to assume that the open neighborhood of p0 in which the construction can be carried out is of the kind U(p0) = { z G bD\\xj -xf\ < e0; \yj -yf\ < e0 fory < n; \\zn -z°|| < e0} with U(p0) c (bD n B) -S. Then if z g U(p0), it follows that C. can be parametrized by S,, which depends differentiably on z, as done before. Set Proof. It follows from the construction that the jacobian of $0 is different from zero.
Since (bZ> n B) -S is an open dense set in bD n 5, it is possible to cover it with a countable collection of sets obtained by repeating the construction of S20.
Local construction of a lower semicontinuous function corresponding to an HX(D) function. Let /g Hx(D) and p0 g (bZ) n B) -S. Then p0 has a parametrizable neighborhood ß0. Consider W = Uxeimn AA where the interior ß0 is taken with respect to bZ>. For À g ß0 define 6y(X) = supA;k \f(z)\. Let (1)/* be the nontangential limit of/taken on AA. By Fatou's Theorem this limit exists a.e. on bAA = CA with respect to arc length on bAA, (2)for*eAT*,g,(A)=supA)J/(0|. Then by Fubini's Theorem it exists on CA a.e. with respect to the measure of it as a curve in a plane for all X except those in a set of 2« -2 measure zero. Then there is a set Q c A with w2(n-i)(ô) = 0 such that/* and/* exists a.e. with respect to the m, meausre on S1, at F = %((Al X Q) X S1). For X G F, f* = /* and they exist a.e. on CA = bAA. Construction of the boundary with the required properties. The sequence {Uk m} is a nested sequence because Ek m 3 Ek + lm for all m. Using a compactness argument, the set ß = f)f=lUk m is nonempty. Since t(/3) = DT(Uk m) it follows that T(ß) is a closed boundary for HX(W). Moreover, m(ß) = \imk^00m(Uk m) = 0. This implies that ß is nowhere dense. Proof. The argument given in [8] can be carried over to the situation considered here. Proof. Fix any index k and construct the set E = Ekm. It is open, dense in ß0, and m(E) < c(km)~2. Then there exists a set F c ß0 -E which is closed and of positive measure. Consider /: ß0 -» R to be equal to 1 on F and equal to 2 on ß0 -F. It is lower semicontinuous and/g L°°(ß0). It can be trivially extended to an/g Lx(bD), which is still positive. Then by [7] there commutes, it follows that 77 is not one-to-one. This proves the theorem.
